
GEORGIA STATE
FILM/VIDEO

Atlanta, Ga
2005-2009

SOFTWARE

Adobe Creative Suite
Final Cut Studio
Wordpress

SKILLS

Editing
Scripting
Project Mgmt
Mobile Video
Social Engagement

Produced and scripted topical content on a daily basis. 
Developed new series and properties for multi-platform 
distribution with emphasis on social strategy. Hosted live 
coverage of entertainment events. 

PRODUCER
NOWTHIS
New York, NY
2013-2014

Handled all aspects of NYC-based content creation - 
pitching, scheduling, executing, and editing videos with 
A-List talent. Produced on location shoots. Interfaced with 
bi-coastal team delivering millions of video views per month. 

PRODUCER
YAHOO!
New York, NY
2015-2016

Developed ground up content strategy for video vertical. 
Designed company style guide. Produced and edited quick 
turn content on a daily basis. Created franchises targeted at 
audience growth. Wrote accompanying articles. 

DIRECTOR
OF VIDEO 
DECIDER
New York, NY
2016-2017

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM
/BRIANMAXMANN

404-317-6339
BRIANMAXWELLMANN@GMAIL.COM

WWW.BRIANMAXWELLMANN.COM

I’m Brian Mann - a Brooklyn based 

writer/producer/editor.

Why so many things? I believe that 

being the most well-rounded creator 

has allowed me to easily adapt to a 

variety of environments - from the fast-

paced market of online video to the 

high pressure climate of live television.

MANN
BRIAN

Edited remote segments, contributed to live show’s writing, 
designed show graphics. Later, served as host for scripted 
topical series.

LEAD EDITOR
MY DAMN 
CHANNEL
New York, NY
2013-2014

Utilized established production skills to provide daily team 
support in the writer’s room of nationally televised weekly 
program. Served as an integral agent in the creative process 
by formulating pitches and preparing scripts.

WRITER’S
ASSISTANT
WWE
Stamford, CT
2011

Scripted ‘TRL,’ MTV’s flagship live daily show. Developed 
trademark franchise. Produced in-studio segments for 
A-List talents. Conceived and pitched show creative in high 
pressure and time sensitive enviroment.

WRITER
MTV
New York, NY
2017

Launched ‘Open Late,’ Complex’s first late night series. 
Produced celebrity interviews and remote segments. 
Oversaw episode edits. Prepped host and on-air talent. 
Selected and scripted show topics.

PRODUCER
COMPLEX
New York, NY
2018-present


